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MENDOCINO COMPLEX FIRES

Blazes now largest
on record for state

Housing
measure
could be
doomed
Business, labor groups
can’t reach consensus on
bond’s ballot language
By KEVIN MCCALLUM
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT
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Crystal Easter of Spring Valley uses a pot of water to put out spot fires Monday around her home, as her neighbor’s home burns to the ground in
the background. The Ranch fire spotted 200 yards across the valley, burning two homes in Lake County’s Spring Valley.

Flames threaten 11,300 structures in march through 3 counties
By MARTIN ESPINOZA
AND RANDI ROSSMANN
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

The ravenous Mendocino Complex
fires, a pair of wildland blazes that have
displaced tens of thousands of people and
cut a path of destruction through three
INSIDE
counties, had become
■ Santa Rosa PG&E
the largest wildfire
worker dies in crash
in modern Califorat Carr fire / A3
nia history, reaching
283,800 acres by Monday evening.
The Ranch fire, the larger of the two
fires that make up the Mendocino Complex fires, grew to 235,000 acres Monday,
Cal Fire officials said. Only 21 percent of
the fire had been contained by nightfall.
To the southeast, the River fire remained in check Monday, scorching 48,800
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Jim Bolander of Spring Valley hoses down the roof of his home Monday for the sixth time in
eight years as the Ranch fire burns in Spring Valley.
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Trump puts nuclear accord in
jeopardy, warning other nations
to not buck trade restrictions
By CAROL MORELLO
WASHINGTON POST

WASHINGTON — The Trump administration on Monday moved to reimpose the
first round of Iranian trade sanctions that
had been suspended under the 2015 nuclear agreement, distancing itself from every
other country that signed the agreement
and putting the accord’s future in jeopardy.
U.S. officials said the sanctions that have
been waived for the past two and a half
years will be snapped back officially today
at one minute past midnight.
From that moment on, Iran will be prohibited from using U.S. dollars, the primary
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Gates: He
committed
crimes with
Manafort
By CHAD DAY
AND MATTHEW BARAKAT

US reimposes sanctions on Iran

Advice
Business
Comics

There’s a $124 million housing
bond going before Santa Rosa
voters this fall.
That much was decided by the
City Council in late July.
Now comes the hard part —
creating consensus over how
to spend the money. The City
Council will meet tonight to settle the matter, crafting the language that will accompany the
measure on the Nov. 6 ballot.
Business and labor groups
have been at odds over proposed
ballot language requiring the
use of prevailing wages, local
labor and apprenticeship programs, which are virtually all
union.
Labor groups say the requirements are crucial to ensuring
workers are paid fairly and a
local trained workforce is cultivated.
Business groups worry the
requirements will add unnecessary costs to projects, reducing
the number of total units that
can be built with the proceeds of
the bond measure.
After weeks of lobbying, posturing and threatening, the two
sides seem willing to take flamethrowers to the effort if they
don’t get their way.
“If this measure has to die
because certain elements in the
business community have this
animus toward workers, then
maybe that’s what has to happen,” said Jack Buckhorn, executive director of the North Bay
Labor Council.
Among other conditions,
labor leaders want language
guaranteeing that 20 percent of
the jobs on projects funded with
bond money will go to union
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currency for international
financial transactions and
oil purchases. Trade in
metals and sales of Iranian-made cars will be
banned. Permits allowing
the import of Iranian carpets and food, such as pistachios, will be revoked.
Donald
So will licenses that have
Trump
allowed Tehran to buy
U.S. and European aircraft and parts — a
restriction that comes just days after Iran
completed the acquisition of five new commercial planes from Europe.
Those who don’t comply could be subject
to “severe consequences,” President Donald Trump said in a statement. That was
directed at European governments that expressed regret over the U.S. sanctions and
vowed to protect their own companies from
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legal reprisals by the U.S.
government.
The
resumption
of
sanctions leaves the Iranian nuclear agreement,
once heralded as a historic breakthrough with
the potential to end four
decades of hostility beHassan
tween the U.S. and Iranian
Rouhani
governments, on its final
legs. As President Trump ordered in May
when he withdrew the United States from
the accord, sanctions on petroleum will be
restored in another 90 days, on Nov. 4. U.S.
officials have advised governments around
the world to begin winding down their purchases of Iranian oil, eventually to zero, to
starve Tehran of its chief source of foreign

ALEXANDRIA, Virginia —
The government’s star witness
in the financial fraud trial of
Paul Manafort testified Monday
that he embezzled hundreds of
thousands of dollars from the
former Trump campaign chairman — and told jurors that he
and Manafort committed crimes
together.
Rick Gates has been regarded
as a crucial witness for the government ever since he pleaded
guilty this year to two felony
charges and agreed to cooperate
in special counsel Robert Mueller’s investigation into possible
ties between Russia and the
Trump campaign.
The hugely anticipated courtroom showdown brought Gates
face-to-face with his longtime
business associate and fellow
Trump campaign aide. His
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KINGDOM LASHES OUT: Angry at Canada for
criticizing arrests of rights activists, Saudi
Arabia expels ambassador, freezes deals / A7
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